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» MeasureWhere was Gods and Generals filmed?
  Автор admin На чтение 3 мин Просмотров 2 Опубликовано 2022 
  The movie was filmed in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, western Maryland, and in the Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia. Actual historic locations in the film include Virginia Military Institute and Washington & Lee University, known as Washington College during the Civil War.
Based on: Gods and Generals; by Jeff ShaaraStarring: Jeff Daniels; Stephen Lang; Robert D…Содержание
	Is Gods and Generals historically accurate?
	Why was Martin Sheen not in Gods and Generals?
	Is Gettysburg a sequel to Gods and Generals?
	Who played Stonewall Jackson in the movie Gods and Generals?
	Who was with Stonewall Jackson when he died?
	When was Gods and Generals filmed?
	Is Gods and Generals part of a trilogy?
	Who made Gods and Generals?
	Where can I see Gods and Generals?


Is Gods and Generals historically accurate?
Once again, Gods and Generals presents a skewed depiction of history through judicious omission. While the film—for the most part accurately—presents Stonewall Jackson as a saint in every sense of the word, viewers never learn that Oliver O.
Why was Martin Sheen not in Gods and Generals?
Martin Sheen was asked to reprise his role of Robert E. Lee from Gettysburg (1993). He could not, due to his commitment to The West Wing (1999).
Is Gettysburg a sequel to Gods and Generals?
It's been a decade since Civil War drama “Gods and Generals” was in the theaters. And that sequel followed the 1993 Civil War epic “Gettysburg.”
Who played Stonewall Jackson in the movie Gods and Generals?
Stephen Lang Stephen Lang and Robert Duvall are superb as Confederate Generals Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson and Robert E. Lee in this ambitious Civil War saga. The magnificent battle scenes have an air of authenticity thanks to more than 7500 Civil War buffs who were hired for the reenactments.
Who was with Stonewall Jackson when he died?
The sixth, Emma, was a four-year-old orphan with a learning disability, accepted by Jackson from an aged widow and presented to his second wife, Mary Anna, as a welcome-home gift. After Jackson was shot at Chancellorsville, a slave "Jim Lewis, had stayed with Jackson in the small house as he lay dying".
When was Gods and Generals filmed?
Gods and Generals (film)
	Gods and Generals
	Production company	Ted Turner Pictures
	Distributed by	Warner Bros. Pictures
	Release date	February 21, 2003
	Running time	219 minutes 280 minutes (Director's cut)

Is Gods and Generals part of a trilogy?
The Civil War Trilogy 3-Book Boxset (Gods and Generals, The Killer Angels, and The Last Full Measure)
Who made Gods and Generals?
Gods and Generals (novel)
	First edition
	Author	Jeff Shaara
	Publisher	Ballantine Books
	Publication date	1996
	Pages	512

Where can I see Gods and Generals?
Gods and Generals, a historical drama movie starring Jeff Daniels, Stephen Lang, and Robert Duvall is available to stream now. Watch it on Vudu Movie & TV Store, Prime Video, VUDU or Apple TV on your Roku device.
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 Вам также может понравиться
 Can you store stands in a bizarre journey?
Stand Storage is a feature added to Your Bizarre Adventure
8

 What is a small rocky object that orbits the Sun and is usually found in a belt between Mars and Jupiter Brainly?
Asteroids are small, rocky objects that orbit the Sun.
2
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